How a Tool Design Review Inspired Companywide
Collaboration
Not every precision metal components manufacturer has an in-house tool and die shop. Those who make
the investment know the benefits that come from managing the design and build of the die. For KMC,
managing the tool build also helps us to maintain the lead time, quality, and total cost of components
delivered to the end customer. This level of control is achieved through internal and customer
collaboration.
“We have a marriage between our die shop and our stamping facility that you wouldn’t have with a
subcontractor,” says Ed Burton, Director of Tool Engineering for KMC. “We can’t afford shortcuts or
miscommunications with the die build because we are responsible for the lifecycle of the tool."
An in-house tool shop, for example, understands what it takes to make a die run repeatedly to a quoted
speed, including the tonnage it takes, sensor timing, and part ejection timing. Toolmakers have a chance
to see how the tool wears over time, learning from the manufacturing experience from a given die design
to make improvements for the next tool build.
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The KMC tool and die shop has this visibility into the entire production process because all
departments work together to inform, provide feedback, and respond to issues. The companywide
collaboration stems from a critical meeting that occurs before a tool is even built – the tool design
review.
The tool design review was established decades ago in an effort to speed up the time it takes to get to
production by getting everyone on the same page as early as possible. It was inspired by the way KMC
works alongside customers at the beginning of a project to design a component that meets tolerance
and manufacturability requirements. In the long run, both practices reduce customer costs on the
part and the die.

Early Buy-in, Faster to Production
KMC’s Design Engineers develop the tool from 3D models and part drawings that are agreed upon
with the customer through KMC’s Business Development process. After initial design is complete but
prior to starting the tool build, KMC departments meet to review the design. This cross functional
group includes manufacturing engineers, quality managers, production managers and leads, project
managers, toolmakers in the stamping facility, and a representative from the die build facility.
“Everyone gathers and takes a look at the design,” Burton says. “They get a chance to go through it
from their perspective, give input into considerations for changes, and ask questions that perhaps the
designer hasn’t thought about. At the end of that session, the designer has the approval to finish the
design and order materials.”
At that point, the entire manufacturing chain within KMC has seen the design, provided input and buyin. So when the die arrives at the stamping facility in Port Washington after the build, the teams are
not only expecting it, but they are ready to get to work.
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Quality Improvement Across the Board
The tool design review has made handoffs easier, improved press uptime at the stamping facility, and
ensured that KMC has fulfilled customer commitments for component quality and delivery dates. It’s
also resulted in the following advantages to KMC’s employees and customers:
1. The foresight to work ahead, and to clear production hurdles ahead of time. When KMC’s
quality team attends the tool design review, they aren’t just providing feedback. They receive
enough information to start developing their inspection process early while the die is still being
built. Manufacturing engineers can see how and where metal scrap will be deposited, envision part
escapement, and start working on a material handling plan.
Without the design review, these departments wouldn’t raise these questions until the tool
validation and pilot phase, which could potentially cause delays as they got up to speed and
completed their work. A constant feedback loop between the stamping facility and the tool and die
shop means adjustments can be made quickly and effectively.
2. Improved employee morale. An in-house tool and die shop intrinsically provides more stability
than a standalone shop because the work flow is steady. When in between die builds, toolmakers
can tackle repairs or assist the stamping facility with preventive maintenance. Engineers, project
managers, production managers, and quality managers can better control their time and quality of
work instead of feeling like they are running from one deadline to the next.
“We have created a team versus individual departments that take care of just their own,” Burton
says. “It’s a more fulfilling job when you see the whole process and know you have an impact on it.”
3. Each tool build is better than the last. Where production departments gain foresight by being
included early in the tool design review, tool and die makers gain hindsight by remaining involved
with the tool throughout its lifetime. So if a die needs repair because of a negative die condition (a
sharp edge is creating slivers, for example) future tool designs will be adjusted to avoid that. And
after seeing the wear and tear on a tool over time, Design Engineers and toolmakers learn how to
build a tool with maintenance in mind.
4. One of the more well-rounded apprenticeship programs in the area. The KMC 5-year
apprentice program trains tool and die makers on all equipment, including running the press,
performing die maintenance, and attending classes one day a week. Most programs train
apprentices in departments. KMC’s program is possible because of the collaboration between
departments and the exposure to the entire production process. It’s attractive to apprentices
because they will gain the experience to take their career in the direction they like most.
The KMC corporate culture is driven by continuous improvement, fueled by quality in everything we do,
and focused on customer and employee success, in addition to a commitment to customer
collaboration and industry leadership. The companywide collaboration that begins at the tool and die
shop demonstrates that culture in action.

